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AUSTRALIAN LEGISLATION: The Australian legislation calls for the removal of dissolved solids to a level that is environmentally acceptable
before it can be released. It also calls for containment of all salts removed
GSPNUIF30QSPDFTTBTJUDBOOPUCFSFMFBTFEJOUPUIFFOWJSPONFOU5IJTJT
UFSNFEB;FSP-JRVJE%JTDIBSHF ;-% BOETBMUGPSNBUJPOGSPNUIFCSJOF
SFMFBTFE CZ UIF 30 QSPDFTT JT FYUSFNFMZ FYQFOTJWF BOE TQFDJBM FRVJQment has to be used.
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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: Both South Africa and Australia (as well as other countries) have vast reserves of methane gas trapped either in coal or shales
up to 1 km or more below the surface. Some of these seams are not pervious (tight gas) and need to be fracced (fracturing is also used) to release
the gas. This is a process where high pressure water, sand and fracturing
fluids are injected into the wells to open up the coal or shale to release
the gas. Unfortunately in most instances because of the depth of the gas
it is at a level where groundwater is present which has to be pumped
down to a level where the gas can be release to the surface.

CONCLUSION: It takes huge investments from gas companies to take the
Governments and the community along the journey and prove conclusively that this type of development does not have an adverse impact on
the environment.

THE ISSUE
Coal and shale seam gas reserves are likely to make a major contribution to future energy needs. However, the new technology for exploiting
these reserves, termed hydraulic fracturing or fracturing raises several environmental issues. Australia and South Africa has significant exploitable
reserves of natural gas from coals and shale seams, primarily located in
UIFDPBMCBTJOTJO2-%BOE/48 "VTUSBMJB CVUXJUIQSPEVDUJPOQPUFOtial in most states and territories. Commercial production commenced
JO"VTUSBMJBJOXJUITMPXQSPEVDUJPOHSPXUIGPSJUTöSTUEFDBEF"T
with the development of other extractive resource industries, the sustainable development of the sector requires balanced consideration of

ISSUES: The method for fracturing because of previous bad publicity has
raised the following concerns from the farming community:
tBQPTTJCMFSFEVDUJPOJOBWBJMBCMFHSPVOEXBUFSGPSGBSNJOHBDUJWJUJFT
tUIFGSBDUVSJOHøVJETVTFENJHIUDPOUBNJOBUFUIFBWBJMBCMFHSPVOEXBUFS
or aquifers, making it unfit for farming activities
tBTNPTUPGUIFTFQSPEVDFEXBUFSTDPOUBJOEJTTPMWFETPMJETCFDBVTFPG
the coal or shale from which it has been released from, it has to be treatFEXJUIIJHIDPTUTZTUFNTTVDIBT3FWFSTF0TNPTJT 30 UPFOBCMFJUUP
be reused for farming activities or released in streams.
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its environmental, social and economic impacts, benefits and costs. Activities associated with the development of natural gas from coals seams
will affect the environments in which it occurs. Potential environmental
issues such as groundwater depletion, produced water management,
surface disruption from activities associated with the drilling of wells and
the construction of pipelines, and chemical use associated with well drilling and hydraulic fracturing must be managed to minimise environmental impacts.
Australian governments are focused on achieving a balance between
developing a world-class industry, protecting the environment, water resources and human health while delivering opportunities and benefits
to the Australian community. It is the responsibility of governments to
understand and address both the risks and community perceptions involved in the development of natural gas from coal and shale seams and
adopt positions that address and respond equally to these risks and perceptions. Governments should aim to provide policies and regulations
that encourage the growth of the industry within a regime of relevant,
enforced conditions and legislation to protect the environment, human
health and facilitate social development and sustainability.

the fluid injection under pressure creates fractures in the coal or shale
seam where the well is perforated.
For a vertical well treatment, a fracture might typically extend to a
distance between 20 and 250 metres from the well. The fractures grow
slowly; for example the initial average velocity may be less than 10 metres per minute and slow to less than 1 metre per minute at the end of the
treatment. The ‘proppant’ in the hydraulic fracturing fluid acts to keep the
fracture open after injection stops, and forms a conductive channel in the
coal through which the water and gas can travel back to the well. After
the fracturing is complete, the majority of the hydraulic fracturing fluid is
brought back to the surface over time and treated before being reused
or disposed of in accordance with the regulations applying in that jurisdiction. Well integrity standards include arrangements for hydraulic fracturing and are the key mechanism for managing potential impacts. The
impacts that arise generally relate to potential aquifer interconnectivity,
intersection of induced fractures with existing faults/fractures and/or existing wells, and the potential for chemical contamination.
Prior to obtaining an authorisation to undertake hydraulic fracturing
activities, legislation requires operators to:
tQSPWJEFEFUBJMTPGUIFJSQSPQPTFEIZESBVMJDGSBDUVSJOHPQFSBUJPOT
including the location of wells
tEFUBJMUIFDIFNJDBMTUPCFVTFEBOEUIFUPYJDJUZPGJOHSFEJFOUT
and mixtures
tEFWFMPQBSJTLBTTFTTNFOUUIBUNVTUCFDBSSJFEPVUGPSBOZXFMMQSJPSUP
it being hydraulically fractured to ensure that the activity is managed
to prevent environmental harm.

WHAT IS FRACTURING
The methane, formed both by biogenic processes as well as the thermal
decomposition of organics, becomes trapped within the high surface
area pore networks within the coal. The recovery process involves drilling
typically up to 1000 m (and deeper, e.g. 2000 m for shale gas) to locate
naturally occurring fractures within the formation and increasing the porosity within the formation to provide conduits for gas migration.
Hydraulic fracturing has been widely used in Australia for more than
40 years to increase the rate and amount of oil and gas extracted from
reservoirs. The process of hydraulic fracturing is applied to a minority of
operations in Australia.
A sound understanding of the geology, hydrology, hydrogeology and
geomechanics is essential to plan the fracturing process and ensure
fracture stimulation activities are conducted in a safe manner that protects communities, the environment and water resources. Baseline and
ongoing monitoring underpin evidence-based decision-making which
ensures that actions taken by regulators and operators on hydraulic fracturing are accountable and enduring.
Hydraulic fracturing is also known as fracture stimulation, fraccing or
fracking. Hydraulic fracturing is the process through which fractures are
produced in geological formations. Most commonly, a fluid made up of
water, sand and additives is injected under high pressure through a perforated cased well into a geological formation. The pressure caused by

FIGURE 3 Schematic diagram of the differences between Unconventional and Conventional gas extraction

FIGURE 2 4DIFNBUJDEJBHSBNPGUIFIZESBVMJDGSBDUVSJOHQSPDFTT +VOFFU
al 2012)

Some commonly-used chemical additives and their uses in hydraulic
fracturing fluids include:
tHFMMJOHBHFOUT DPNNPOMZHVBSHVN DSPTTMJOLFST BOEøPDDVMBOUTo
additives used to increase the viscosity of the fracturing fluid as it is
pumped under pressure into the crack and joints in the coal, to allow
more proppant to be carried into fractures
tCSFBLFSToXIJDIEJTTPMWFUIFIZESBVMJDGSBDUVSJOHHFMTTVDIBTHVBS
gum so that the fractures can transmit water and gas to the well
tGSJDUJPOSFEVDFSTBOEDMBZDPOUSPMMFSToDIFNJDBMTVTFEUPSFEVDFBOZ
friction between the fracturing fluid and the bore casing and to control
any swelling in clay
tCBDUFSJDJEFToTVDIBTTPEJVNIZQPDIMPSJUFBOETPEJVNIZESPYJEF 
which are used to control the introduction of outside bacteria to the
coal seam which may restrict gas flow to the well
tTVSGBDUBOUToTVDIBTFUIBOPMBOEUIFDMFBOJOHBHFOUPSBOHFPJM XIJDI
are used to increase fluid recovery from the fracture
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tTDBMFBOEDPSSPTJPOJOIJCJUPSTBOEJSPODPOUSPMMFSToUPQSFWFOUUIF
build of scale and rust in the bore
tBDJETBOEBMLBMJToBDJETJOKFDUFEUPEJTTPMWFDBMDJUFGSPNXJUIJOUIF
natural cracks and joints in the coal before the fracturing fluids are
injected and to balance the acidity of the hydraulic fracturing fluid; and
tNPOJUPSJOHJTPUPQFToJTPUPQFTPDDBTJPOBMMZVTFEUPNPOJUPSUIF
growth of the factures in the coal seam.

tUIFGPSNBUJPOPGMPCCZHSPVQTBOEPOHPJOHBDUJWJUJFT
tDPNNVOJUZMFHBMBDUJPO
tFYUFOTJWFDBNQBJHOTJOWPMWJOH57 SBEJP JOUFSOFU SBMMJFT MFUUFS
box drops
tDPODFSUT
tMBOEPXOFSTCMPDLJOHMBOE
tDBMMTGPSBOJOWFTUJHBUJPOTJOUPUIFJNQBDUTPGGSBDLJOHBOE$4(

INFLUENCE ON THE COMMUNITY
Coal seam gas reserves represent a major contribution to energy needs,
however, gas recovery by hydraulic fracturing (fracking or fraccing), requires careful management to minimise any possible environmental
effects. Although the industry is adapting where possible to more benign fracking chemicals, there is still a lack of information on exposure
to natural and added chemicals, and their fate and ecotoxicity in both
the discharged produced and flow-back waters. Geogenic contaminants
mobilised from the coal seams during fracking may add to the mixture of chemicals with the potential to affect both ground and surface
water quality.
The potential impact of developments to extract natural gas from coal
seams has on groundwater resources is a significant source of community concern. The issues that arise can be broadly categorised as depletion and contamination of water resources, each of which could affect
existing groundwater users, inter-aquifer connectivity, groundwater to
surface water interactions and groundwater-dependent ecosystems. The
responsible management and use of chemicals in operations associated
with the production of natural gas from coal seams and potential human
health and environmental impacts are key concerns for many communities and a high priority for governments and industry. Industry has developed and continues to research environmentally benign chemicals
and formulations for use in operations. Governments are working with
industry to better understand potential impacts on human health and
the environment through the national chemical assessment process.

Surveys completed in Australia for the Centre for Coal Seam Gas (CSG)
GPVOEUIBUPGSFTQPOEFOUT
tQFPQMFMBDLLOPXMFEHFPG$4(CVUXFSFJOUFSFTUFEJOöOEJOHPVUNPSF
tUIPTFXIPLOFXBMPUBCPVU$4(XFSFMJLFMZUPJOEJDBUFUIBUJTXBTIBWing a positive impact on the State, those who knew a little indicated
that CSG was having a negative impact
tQFPQMFTQFSDFQUJPOTXFSFHVJEFECZTUPSJFTJOUIFNFEJBSBUIFSUIBO
balanced factual Information
tEFTQJUFUIFMBDLPGLOPXMFEHFQFPQMFXFSFOPUDPOöEFOUUIBU
the environmental impacts of CSG were well managed, regulated
and understood.
The growth of fracking and the CSG industry has led to the establishment
of regulations around:
tMBOEBDDFTT
tTPDJBM*NQBDUNBOBHFNFOUBOEFOHBHFNFOU
tIPVTJOH
tTUSBUFHJDDSPQQJOHMBOE
t$4(XBUFSNBOBHFNFOU
The government has undertaken a number of initiatives including:
tVOEFSUBLJOHFYUFOTJWFDPNNVOJUZSPBETIPXTBOENFFUJOHT
tDSFBUJOHB$4(&OGPSDFNFOU6OJU
tFTUBCMJTIJOHB(BTöFMET$PNNJTTJPOBOEDPNNVOJUZSFGFSFODFHSPVQT
tFTUBCMJTIJOHB-BOE"DDFTT*NQMFNFOUBUJPO$PNNJUUFF
tEFQMPZJOHUFDIOJDBMTQFDJBMJTUTUPEJSFDUMZMJBJTFXJUIDPNNVOJUJFT
tTFOBUFIFBSJOHT
tJOEFQFOEFOUFYQFSUTDJFOUJöDDPNNJUUFFT

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
The selection of a CSG water beneficial use route or disposal route is
largely dependent on the proximity of the CSG producer to disposal or
beneficial use locations, the cost and complexity of the treatment process (if required) and whether or not water from several producers or
sites. The production of coal seam gas (CSG) involves the pumping of
water from coal formations to reduce water pressure and release the gas.
This can affect overlying and underlying aquifers because of interconnectivity between the formations. A regional groundwater flow model was
constructed to predict the impacts of current and planned CSG development on water pressures in aquifers.
As with any large mining or industrial operation, consideration needs to
be given to the environmental effects of fracking. The number of hydraulic fracturing products is not trivial. It has been suggested that in the US,
CFUXFFOBOE PJMBOEHBTTFSWJDFDPNQBOJFTVTFENPSFUIBO
̓QSPEVDUTDPOUBJOJOHTPNFDIFNJDBMT 64)PVTFPG3FQSFTFOUBtives Committee 2011). The number used in coal seam gas fracking is considerably less, and in Australia, the Australian Petroleum Production and
Exploration Association Limited recently released a list of 45 chemicals
that supposedly comprised for that time, ‘all chemicals used in Australian coal seam gas fracking fluids’ (Australian Petroleum production and
Exploration Association Ltd 2010).
In Australia, regulatory agencies can require companies to provide
details of proprietary chemicals used in fracking, and as a consequence
many coal seam gas companies have proactively listed such chemicals

FIGURE 4 Community protests against fracturing
In Australia communities have responded with (See Figure 4):
t(VFSSJMMBTUZMFQSPUFTUT
t$PPSEJOBUFEHSBTTSPPUHSPVQT
t4BWWZ XFMMSFTPVSDFENFEJBDBNQBJHOTBOEXFCTJUFT GPSFYBNQMF
t"VTUSBMJBo-PDLUIF(BUF"MMJBODFMPDLUIFHBUFPSHBV
t#SJUBJO o 'SBDL 0ò GSBDLPòPSHVL BOE /P %BTI GPS (BT OPEBTIGPSHBT
org.uk
t$BOBEBo4UPQ'SBDLJOH0OUBSJPTUPQGSBDLJOHPOUBSJPXPSEQSFTTDPN
t64" o "NFSJDBOT "HBJOTU 'SBDLJOH BNFSJDBOTBHBJOTUGSBDLJOHPSH BOE
Food and Water Watch foodandwaterwatch.org
t(MPCBM'SBDLEPXOoHMPCBMGSBDLEPXOPSH
Thus like other locations, community concerns around fracking in
2VFFOTMBOEBOE/48IBTMFEUP
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BOE.BUFSJBM4BGFUZ%BUB4IFFUT.4%4T JOTPNFDBTFT POUIFJSXFCTJUFT
%BUBBSFBMTPBWBJMBCMFJOQVCMJDBMMZBWBJMBCMF&*$T"MJTUJOHPGDPNNPOMZ
used fracking chemicals from these sources is as discussed previously,
however their use is rapidly changing with a view to choosing more environmentally friendly chemicals.
The detection of benzene in discharge waters has led to bans on the
use of BTEX compounds (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylenes)
in fracking fluids. Other geogenic contaminants include metals and raEJPOVDMJEFT $IFVOHFUBM 3JDFFUBM &DPMPHJDBMMZ4VTUBJOBCMF
%FWFMPQNFOU &4%  JT XJEFMZ VTFE JO TUBUF BOE GFEFSBM MFHJTMBUJPO UIBU
SFHVMBUFTBDUJWJUJFTTVDIBTNJOJOHBOEFOWJSPONFOUBMJNQBDUT&4%BJNT
to balance the environmental, economic and social costs and benefits of
a proposed activity. However, the appropriate balance can be difficult to
achieve when there is uncertainty about the costs and benefits of particular developments.
3JTLNBOBHFNFOUJTBOFDFTTBSZBEEJUJPOUPUIFQSFDBVUJPOBSZQSJODJple. The application of the precautionary principle should be a proportionate and reasonable response to:
tUIFMFWFMPGQPUFOUJBMJNQBDU FHUIFQSJODJQMFJTNPTUBQQMJDBCMFUP
potential catastrophic or irreversible harm)
tUIFMJLFMJIPPEPGBQPUFOUJBMJNQBDUPDDVSSJOH JTUIFSJTLQMBVTJCMFBOE
reasonably likely to occur)
tUIFDPTUTPGSFHVMBUPSZBDUJPO BOEUIFPQQPSUVOJUZDPTUPG
not proceeding.
Environmental legislation provides a robust mechanism to manage proKFDUTBUUIFTUBUFBOEGFEFSBMMFWFM5IFUISFF-/(QSPKFDUTDVSSFOUMZVOEFS
DPOTUSVDUJPOJO2-%IBWFBQQSPYJNBUFMZ̓TUBUFDPOEJUJPOTBOENPSF
UIBOGFEFSBMDPOEJUJPOTFBDI

LEGISLATION
In Australia all underground assets such as coal, gas, gold etc. is owned by
the Government and not the farmer. Also most of the CSG field are below
some of the most productive farms in Australia which makes it difficult
to explore for gas whilst not be detrimental to the farming operations.
Under the Queensland regulatory framework, petroleum and gas tenure holders have rights and responsibilities in relation to the extraction
of groundwater in the process of producing petroleum and gas. These
responsibilities are to ‘make good’ impairment of private groundwater
supplies caused by the water extraction activities and to carry out monitoring and other management activities.
In practice, different approaches to the management of produced water operate in Australia although natural gas from coals seams is currently
POMZQSPEVDFEJO2-%BOE/485IFSFBSFNPWFTJO/48 7*$BOE4"UP
ensure that the extraction of water during petroleum operations is incorporated into water resource planning mechanisms, often by licensing
the use of water through the allocation of water entitlements within a
planning regime to ensure the sustainable management of Australia’s
water resources.
Australia’s existing development planning framework requires environmental impact approvals from the relevant state or territory and under
Commonwealth legislation if they impact on matters of national environmental significance.
For operations, the regulator should ensure that the environmental impact assessment process includes consideration of:
tESJMMJOHPQFSBUJPOTXIJDIJODMVEFTXBUFSSFTPVSDFQSPUFDUJPO OPJTF
management and dust minimisation
tQPUFOUJBMJNQBDUTPGPQFSBUJPOTUPFYUSBDUOBUVSBMHBTGSPNDPBMTFBNT
on the hydrogeological environment (ideally through a numerical
groundwater flow model developed with consideration of the Australian Groundwater Modelling Guidelines - subject to peer review and
independent audit) and provide for ongoing monitoring to determine
any changes that may impact existing users and the environment

tUIFSFRVJSFNFOUTGPSPOHPJOHNPOJUPSJOH FWBMVBUJPO BOESFQPSUJOHPG
hydraulic fracturing activities including the use of chemicals (storage,
handling, processing, transport, and disposal) with respect to potential
human health or environmental impacts
tUIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGJNQBDUNJUJHBUJPODPOUSPMTBOEDPNQMJBODF
with relevant legislation, standards, and codes of practice as part of
the operation.
Queensland (Qld) stipulates that operators are required to undertake a
risk assessment to identify the risks that may occur during well construction, operation and abandonment within the state’s Code of Practice
for Constructing and Abandoning Coal Seam Gas Wells. As previously
mentioned, applications for site specific activities in Qld must provide
the following information: the quantity of water that is expected to be
produced; the flow rate at which the water is expected to be produced;
the quality of the water; and the proposed management strategies (in accordance with the Coal Seam Gas Water Management Policy 2012).
This information is collectively known as the water management plan.
Operators are also required under the Water Act 2000 to undertake baseline monitoring, spring surveys where applicable, and prepare and submit an underground water impact report which includes a water management strategy and spring impact management strategy.
/48IBTTJNJMBSSFRVJSFNFOUTBTQBSUPGJUT"RVJGFS*OUFSGFSFODF1PMJDZ 
which requires applicants to address potential water impacts (including
aquifer compaction, deterioration of ambient water quality and significant soil erosion). In all jurisdictions, the management of risks associated
with chemicals used in activities to extract natural gas from coal seams
is stipulated in safety management plan requirements through both
the environmental management plan requirements and health and
safety legislation.
Australia’s legislative approach to well integrity has been developed
from extensive experience in onshore and offshore oil and gas production. It is based on international best practice for well design, construction, maintenance and rehabilitation.

WATER TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL
Water and salt management are major issues associated with coal seam
HBTQSPEVDUJPO "--$POTVMUJOH 5IFXBUFSQVNQFEJOUPXFMMT o
0.6 ML per well) for hydraulic fracturing returns to the surface as the presTVSFJTSFEVDFE 3VUPWJU[FUBM 5IFDIFNJTUSZPGUIJTXBUFSJTBMUFSFE
as it interacts with the coal seam minerals. In addition, there is water associated with the coal deposits that becomes mobilised as part of the
drilling operation. This is generally termed produced water or formation
water. It is typically quite saline as well as containing other constituents,
both inorganic and organic, of the minerals and coal with which it has
been associated in the deposits.
The water used in fracking mixes with produced water during the fracking process, with the composition gradually becoming more characteristic of the produced water. The industry typically refers to ‘flow-back water’
as the water produced within a few days of the fracking, and ‘produced
water’ after that, even though it may still have characteristics of both
types of water. Volumes of produced water can be up to 100 kL day per
well, but this typically diminishes over the lifetime of a well which may be
BTMPOHBTZFBST 3FGFSUP'JHVSF 
/BUVSBMHBTJTIFMEJODPBMTFBNTCZXBUFSQSFTTVSF"TXBUFSJTQVNQFE
from the coal seams (a process called depressurisation), the pressure is
lowered and the gas is released. As water pressure is reduced, gas flow increases and water flow rates decrease from each well, typically to around
a quarter to a third of the initial flow over a period of a few months to
a few years, depending on the hydrogeological conditions of the seam.
The volume of produced water extracted from each well can vary considerably between wells and regions. The quality of produced water also
varies significantly, from near potable to brackish (moderately saline).
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potential for gas migration into water bores. In Australia, the CSG Water
Management Policy encourages the beneficial use of recycled produced
water as a preferred management option. Beneficial uses of treated produced water identified include substitution for water for existing irrigation schemes, new irrigation use, with a focus on sustainable irrigation
projects, livestock watering and release to the environment in a manner
that improves local environmental values.
*O/48 UIF"RVJGFS*OUFSGFSFODF1PMJDZPVUMJOFTQSFGFSSFEEJTQPTBMPQtions to include reinjection to an aquifer, discharge to a river, on-selling
to a nearby industry, agricultural development or potable water supply.
Any option requires treatment of produced water to an appropriate water quality standard to have minimal impact on any proposed receiving
land and waters. Consideration must also be given to pollution issues,
which are regulated under the Protection of the Environment Operations
"DU /48 *OBDIBOHFGSPNQBTUQSBDUJDFT KVSJTEJDUJPOTXJUIUIF
most significant developments have moved to either completely ban or
prevent the use of evaporation dams unless there is no feasible alternative. In addition to removing the risk of spills or uncontrolled discharges
in the event of flooding, the policy is directed toward maximising the potential beneficial use of produced water and minimising the impact of
the production of natural gas from coal seams on other water users in the
short and long term.
Water quality from CSG dewatering:
tUZQJDBMMZ5%4WBMVFT̓NHƐ to 10 000 mg/Ɛ
tUZQJDBMMZIJHI4PEJVN #JDBSCPOBUF DBSCPOBUFBOEDIMPSJEFJPOT
tIJHI"MLBMJOJUZBOEQ)

Typically, produced water is of a quality that significantly restricts its potential use or disposal unless treated.

FIGURE 5 Typical gas and water flow in production of natural gas from
coal seams (QWC 2012b)
The development of natural gas from coal seams and associated potential impacts on groundwater resources is a significant source of community concern. The issues that arise can be broadly categorised as depletion and contamination of water resources, each of which could affect
existing groundwater users; inter-aquifer connectivity; groundwater to
surface water interactions; and groundwater-dependent ecosystems.
The key inter-related issues for water management are associated with:
tEFQSFTTVSJTBUJPOPGDPBMTFBNTQPUFOUJBMMZBòFDUJOH
surrounding aquifers
tDPOUBNJOBUJPOPGTVSGBDFXBUFSPSHSPVOEXBUFS
tNBOBHFNFOU SFDPWFSZ TUPSBHF USBOTQPSU USFBUNFOUBOEEJTQPTBM PG
produced water and post-treatment wastes and by-products
tCFOFöDJBMVTFPGQSPEVDFEXBUFS JODMVEJOHSFJOKFDUJPO
tTBGFEFDPNNJTTJPOJOHPGXFMMTFOTVSJOHMPOHUFSNBRVJGFSJOUFHSJUZ
In addition to lowering groundwater pressures and water levels in bores,
the large-scale depressurisation of the coal seams has the potential to
release gas into water bores that have been drilled through the coal
seams. However, in many cases the water bores tend to be relatively shallow (that is, less than 100 metres) compared to wells, which will limit the

Significant species:
t$BUJPOTo, $B .H # 4S#B
t"OJPOTo4J0 ' #S
t)JHI4PEJVN"ETPSQUJPOSBUJP
What can be produced from these ions:
t4PEJVN$IMPSJEF
t4PEJVN$BSCPOBUF
t4PEJVN#JDBSCPOBUF
t$BMDJVN$BSCPOBUF
t.BHOFTJVN$BSCPOBUF .BHOFTJVN)ZESPYJEF

FIGURE 6 Conceptual CSG water management strategy
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FIGURE 7 Salt recovery facility using enhanced selective crystallization
GPS/B$MSFDPWFSZQSPDFTTøPXEJBHSBN

from where the associated water originated and/or piping of brine to distant aquifers or depleted gas fields. Salt recovery of sodium carbonate/
bicarbonate salts and/or sodium chloride may be undertaken via various
means, with the most likely method incorporating mechanical vapour
compression evaporation and crystallisation.

t4NBMMFS RVBOUJUJFT  4USPOUJVN TVMQIBUF  TUSPOUJVN DBSCPOBUF  CBSJVN
sulphate etc.

CONCLUSION
It can be concluded that although technical feasible to conduct environmentally sensitive fracturing ( depend on specific site conditions) it is the
community that has to be convinced that the fracturing process can be
done without any detriment to their farms, houses and ground water assets. This is a long and protracted journey and takes several years to be
resolved to the satisfaction of all parties involved. From an Australian perspective it only works if the community and possibly the Government are
taken along the journey from the start as all minerals and metals below
the surface belongs to the Governments and not to the land owners.

Beneficial use of the treated water:
t"RVBDVMUVSF
t$PBMXBTIJOH
t%VTUTVQQSFTTJPO
t*OEVTUSJBMVTF
t*SSJHBUJPO
t-JWFTUPDLXBUFSJOH
Specific application for water is available under the Environmental ProtecUJPO 8BTUF.BOBHFNFOU 3FHVMBUJPO4QFDJöDBQQMJDBUJPOSFRVJSFE
GPS1PUBCMF1VCMJDXBUFSTVQQMZ"MTP30QFSNFBUFGPS'MPPE$MFBOVQ
/FFE UP NBOBHF FYDFTT  QSPEVDFE PS BTTPDJBUFE XBUFS JNQMJFT NBOaging both the “pure “water itself and dissolved ions (salts) it contains.
Tendency to focus on the immediate problem, water first and then think
BCPVU IPX UP NBOBHF UIF TBMUT "MNPTU BMXBZT 3FWFSTF 0TNPTJT JT SFRVJSFEUPUSFBUUIFQSPEVDFEXBUFS QPUFOUJBMMZ&%3DBOBMTPCFVTFE CVU
generally salinity too low for economic thermal desalination as first step).
Partial treatment and blending may be an option (See Figure 6).
3FWFSTF0TNPTJTJTBQSFEJDUBCMFQSPDFTTQSPWJEFEDPOTUBOUGFFEDPOditions are achieved. Pre-treatment is a critical design issue. Probable a
need exist for up front buffering /storage to aid consistency. There will a
CSJOFTUSFBNUPCFNBOBHFE 4FF'JHVSF 
Several Possibilities to manage the brine stream:
tEJTQPTBMBTCSJOF UPPDFBO
tVTFBTCSJOF GFFETUPDL
tJSSJHBUFMPXTBMJOJUZPSCMFOEFE
tJOKFDUJPOXIFSFOPEFUSJNFOUBMJNQBDU
tEFFQXFMMXIFSFDPOUBJONFOUDBOCFBTTVSFE
tCMFOEBOEJOKFDUJOUPBRVJGFS
The range of possible products increased if additional chemicals added.
The top minimisation technologies in terms of cost-effectiveness and
robustness include enhanced recovery reverse osmosis, solar evaporation ponds and mechanical evaporation/crystallisation. The recovery of
salt and deep well injection appears to be the front runners in terms of
providing a sustainable and cost-effective disposal route for brine. Brine
injection may be accomplished by injecting into deep wells in the immediate vicinity of the CSG production area, injection into the coal seams
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shallow groundwater in coalbed methane (CBM) producing regions of
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management Area, Brisbane, 22 October 2012.
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